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BUILDING AND DETAILING TRUMPETERS 1/350 SCALE USS FRANKLIN, CV-13  

 This manual is applicable to the Trumpeter 1/350 scale Essex class carrier series including the long hull version. 
 

The 1/350 scale Essex class carrier kits build into impressive models with the addition of photoetch and some scratchbuilding.  

There are also some fit challenges, needed adjustments and modifications and a lot of injection mold punch out disks on  

individual parts that need to be fixed, all of which can easily be addressed with straightforward building techniques.  
 

This manual also includes 3 pictures of the Essex class carrier USS  Yorktown while she was in dry dock back in 1972 and a 

supplemental section on assembling the Trumpeter long hull kit, which has a separate forward upper hull section.  
 

References used were the ESSEX class carrier ship drawings available from “The Floating Dry Dock”  and numerous pictures 

from various publications. Testors enamel paints and a Badger 200 airbrush were used throughout construction and finishing 

and the photoetch is from Gold Medal Models. A lot of Evergreen sheet and various sizes of  rod and strip were used along with 

structural shapes  throughout construction and scratchbuilding along with various diameters of brass rod.  The Kit’s decals are 

well done and they respond nicely  to MicroScale decal setting solution.  Pit-Road pre-painted aircraft were used on the flight 

deck and in areas on the hanger deck where the roller doors were cut out.   
 

 Resin castings from Voyager Models and L’Arsenal were used for the 5”/38 Turrets, the 20mm gun boxes and  the   5”/38  

single open mounts. A Tamiya Missouri, which was purchased on EBay at a great price, was used to replace kit parts such as 

the  20mm guns, the life rafts, various fittings and mast yardarms.   A Waldron punch tool and a Northwest Shortline chopper 

were used extensively for scratchbuilding and hiding flaws.  The wood base was a length of Maple stained with Minwax red 

mahogany and sealed with a clear polyurethane gloss coat. A beautiful Plexiglas  display case was ordered from  

“www.casesforcollectibles.com”. 
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The second coat of super glued was carefully and lightly wet 

sanded smooth.  Too much pressure will indent the  

surface along the seam line.  

To straighten out and clean up the torpedo belt edges, use a 

single edge  razor blade.  

The port holes were drilled out using a .046 inch bit.  The 

anchor holes were drilled out with a .086 bit and then  

 carefully shaped with files and the tip of a  

number 11 X-Acto blade. 

The hull is now ready for the next step  - assembling  the  

hanger deck.  Laminating plastic strips to the inside areas of 

the  hull  stiffened the assembly, making it easer to work on 

the seams and prevented any cracking along the seam lines.  

The thickness of the razor saw that was used to cut the aft 

end of the lower hull removed just enough plastic to make 

the lower hull fit perfectly onto the upper  hull.  This same 

problem exists with Trumpeters Essex class long hull kits.  

The hanger deck sections were taped to the hull to check the 

fit. They did not sit flush with the hulls edge and were raised  

slightly above the lip of the hull.    
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Careful drilling, cutting and filing ensures straight edges  

on the framing.  

The interior areas of the hanger deck superstructure parts 

have  a lot of raised and indented mold punch out disks.  The 

raised ones need to be scraped smooth.    

The starboard side forward roller doors would look like this 

if the part was not modified.  

With some of the roller doors open, the interior area can now 

be displayed.  

The starboard side sections that were attached first are flush 

with the hull so the seams were filled with super glue and the  

surface sanded smooth and then polished  

with 0000 steel wool pads.  

After all the roller doors were removed, the superstructure 

parts were re-taped together to determine if any other doors 

needed to be removed. With the side elevator roller doors 

completely removed the part had a slight upward curve to it.  
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The tabs were cut off on each deck section and then  the glu-

ing edges were carefully flattened. Be sure to hold the deck  

sections at a 90 degree angle when wet sanding them.  

A wood jig was made so that the deck would have a flat  

surface to sit on as the sections were glued into place. Wax 

paper was also taped to the wood surface to prevent gluing 

the plastic to the wood.  

The flight deck got numerous fit checks and tweaks to get it 

to fit correctly. The underside  needed to be smoothed out in 

many locations to get the deck to sit flat on the top edges of 

the hanger deck superstructure. 

Reinforcing strips were added to each seam and  sections 

along the length of the flight deck so it would sit flat on the 

wood jig. To get the deck to sit correctly on the hanger deck 

sides, a small section needed to be removed (see notation). 

Tiny beads of super glue were applied along the seam line on 

the  surface of the flight deck using a .015 inch diameter stiff 

wire. There was a slight depression at the center of the  

forward flight deck seam area. 

The seam line on the aft flight deck was a very tight fit.  
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Some areas of the island superstructure had voids that were  

very difficult to fill. The way to handle these is to prime the 

surfaces and then fill these areas with white glue applied 

with a thin wire applicator.   

This void  was fixed by laminating a piece of plastic to the 

surface so that the part will sit flat with no void showing.  

Some of the island superstructure parts also had injection 

dimples, which were very shallow in depth.  To remove 

them , wet sanded the surfaces smooth  using sanding sticks.   

A section of the  locator ridge guide for the upper platform 

was missing from the port side of the island superstructure. 

Be careful when attaching this upper platform. 

The platforms have been attached and the missing external 

piping was added using two lengths of rod, which were cut 

and form fitted into place.  

The platform which wraps around the smoke stack,  has two 

small surfaces for the tower legs that overhang the sides. 

Small lengths of plastic strip were added to reinforce the 

overhangs. Note the cutouts for the piping. 
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All of the barrels have been checked for positioning, but not 

glued. The barrels and the turrets will be painted separately.  

The barrels brass shields will be painted with a detail brush.  

To get the kits anchors to sit correctly against the hull,  

remove the center stem and then attached new ones set at an 

angle.  They should have been shaped however once they are 

attached to the hull very little of the stem will be seen.  

The kit’s life rafts  had thick tree attachment points and it 

took a lot of time to carefully remove the stubs without  

damaging the edges of each part.   

Upon closer inspection,  many of the edges of the parts 

where the trees were attached were damaged anyway. The 

Tamiya Missouri’s life rafts (on the left) were used instead.  

The kit’s vents and  anchor  capstans  also had tree  

attachment points right on the round edges of the parts, 

which damaged the round shapes. Here again use the  

Tamiya Missouri parts.  

The kit did not have any 20mm gun boxes so Alliance 

Modelworks  resin cast gun boxes were used. They are well 

detailed and  flawless. Use a red marker as a visual guide for 

clipping the pour plugs and scraping the bases flat.  
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Prior to final assembly the flight deck, the island and the 5 

inch turrets were checked to be sure all the dazzle pattern 

colors looked good.  

The anchor chains were added first and then the railings.  

The railings were added to the upper level and to the main 

deck prior to attaching the superstructure sub-assembly.  The 

inclined ladders were then added.  

The upper superstructure part was attached with Testors 

plastic glue so that there would be some working tip. The 

flight deck was then positioned and taped so that the  

superstructure part would sit correctly as the glue dried.  

The upper inclined ladders were positioned and then secured 

in place with tiny drops of white glue.  Note how clean and 

sharp the colors and the stern area assembly looks.  

The starboard side aft railings and the gun director tubs were 

glued into place.  
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As with the short hull kits, the lower hull’s stern needs to be 

shortened to get it to site correctly.  A razor saw is used to 

cut the plastic along the black line and the thickness of the 

saw blade is the amount that needs to be removed.  

As the fitting, taping and adjustments continue, the  

forward upper deck is taped into place along with its  

associated superstructure. The superstructure ensures that the 

deck will be aligned correctly with the hanger deck.  

There is a miss-alignment between the flat surfaces of the aft 

and forward upper hull sections on the starboard side that 

will need to be reshaped. The opening between the two upper 

hull sections also needs to be corrected.  

The flat surfaces between the upper forward and aft hull  

sections on the port side looks good, however the opening on 

this side will also need to be corrected.  

The edge of the deck needs to line up correctly with the  

angle on the hull.  This allows the superstructure sections to 

fit correctly and it also sets the positioning of the small,  

forward upper hull section.  

To fix the openings on the port and starboard sides, the aft 

upper hull tape was removed and the hull slide out so the 

edges could be sanded down. Note how the deck sets the 

positioning of the forward hull section.  
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